SNICK - Round 1

1. A lucky pig that somehow ended up in this place was allegedly owned by Amelia Earhart. A storeroom was added to this place to replace an observatory with a poorly functioning sundial. The middle of this mostly two-level structure contained a single room that spanned its entire height and, for a time, contained a large (*) pendulum. This place's namesake "games" awarded pendants that could ward off its guards. Kirk Fogg helped various mixed-gender groups, including the Red Jaguars, to reach this place. The surprisingly difficult Shrine of the Silver Monkey was part of, for 10 points, what title location of a Nickelodeon game show, on which the giant head Olmec described its "Legends"?

   ANSWER: The Hidden Temple (or Olmec's Temple; accept answers like the temple from Legends of the Hidden Temple; prompt on just "temple")
   <Nelson, TV>

2. In one commercial for this product, one of its namesake "all-stars" does multiple backflips on rollerblades to try and reach it. Other ads for this product depicted it being consumed using "long distance dainty" and "big windup" methods. In a 1996 promotion, fans of this product helped create a (*) daredevil character that replaced this product's first mascot, Sydney. This product was initially shaped like that mascot, though later varieties had ones shaped like planes, balloons, and a circle with a certain letter on it. In 1993, this Betty Crocker product added rainbow sprinkles to one of its two components. Cookies and frosting comprised, for 10 points, what snack with a marsupial mascot?

   ANSWER: Dunkaroos
   <Nelson, Trends/Miscellany>

3. Description acceptable. This character clarifies that a man killed by "the drink" was actually hit by a Guinness truck. Mr. Lundy secretly watches this person give impromptu lyrics like "I'll be back but I'm comin as oil!" as he plays with model dinosaurs. This character learns that the difference between the "Shelley Winters" and "Shirley MacLaine" methods of a certain task involves "some Scotch tape and red (*) hair dye." A character created by this man becomes the host of the kids' show Euphegenia's House [yoo-fuh-juh-NYE-uhs "house"]. During a visit from a court liaison, this man disguises himself as his supposed British sister by shoving his face into a cake's frosting. For 10 points, name this divorced actor who takes on a female persona to spend time with his children.

   ANSWER: Daniel Hillard (accept Mrs. Doubtfire or answers like the guy who poses as Mrs. Doubtfire; accept Euphegenia Doubtfire before "Euphegenia;" prompt on "Hillard")
   <Vopava, Movies>
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4. A rather creepy Depeche Mode song about a dress of this color insists "Put it on and don't say a word." The question "Where have all my friends gone?" opens a song by The Jayhawks titled for this color. This color appears in the titles of the debut albums by Massive Attack and LeAnn (*) Rimes. Another album titled for this color included the single "Never Let You Go" and was the second album by Third Eye Blind. A band partially named for this color described a girl who said "I think I remember the film" in their song "Breakfast at Tiffany's." A Eurodance hit describes a man whose house, girlfriend, and entire world is, for 10 points, what color that, in that hit by Eiffel 65, precedes "Da Ba Dee"?
ANSWER: blue
<Nelson, Music>

5. This woman appeared as the impossibly stupid supermodel "M" in a spoof of Sports Illustrated swimsuit photoshoots on the sketch show The Edge. Other failed series starring this actress include Muddling Through, on which she played Madeline, and a truly awful sitcom version of Ferris Bueller, on which she played Ferris's (*) sister Jeannie. One of this actress's better-known characters once dated Joshua, a customer she met while working as a personal shopper at Bloomingdale's. That same character played by this actress received a pin for her birthday that resembled one her grandmother once had, causing her to realize she had feelings for Ross. For 10 points, who played Rachel Green on Friends?
ANSWER: Jennifer (Joanna) Aniston
<Vopava, TV>

6. A toy store customer in this film is offered four times the price of a slot car racing set by a man dismissed as a "tourist." A boy in this film is obsessed with "the bad people" and climbs a radio tower in a misguided effort to protect his mother. A woman played by Linda Hunt asks this film's protagonist, "What did it feel like to hit that son of a bitch?" after he (*) beats up Zach's abusive dad. This film's villain is thwarted by a ferret bite to the neck. Two twin girls in this Ivan Reitman film say, in unison, "Our mom says that our dad is a real sex machine" after being asked "Who is your daddy, and what does he do?" For 10 points, name this 1990 comedy about a police officer going undercover as an elementary school teacher.
ANSWER: Kindergarten Cop
<Vopava, Movies>
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7. This character's minimal bibliography includes the memoir *Why I'm So Great*. In a remarkable coincidence, this character shares his name with a Dean Stockwell-voiced *Captain Planet* villain. After Dr. Protoninterrupts this character's soap operas, the CIA recruits this man to fight him. This character is sent into Victorian England and (*) blows up a zeppelin in an N64 game subtitled "Zero Hour." A woman named Lani is one of the numerous former lovers of this man, whose catchphrases include one about lacking gum. A kick known as the "mighty boot" is wielded by, for 10 points, what star of a namesake “3D” first-person shooter, who sports sunglasses and a blonde, flat-top haircut? 
ANSWER: Duke *Nukem* (prompt on "Duke")

8. The Delmore Schwartz story "In Dreams Begin Responsibilities" titled what turned out to be this show's final episode. Every episode of this show mentions, but never introduces, a singer in the band Frozen Embryos named Tino. The protagonist of this Winnie Holtzman-created series was almost played by A.J. Langer, who instead played a secondary character with a drug problem named (*) Rayanne. In its last episode, this show's protagonist is torn between the sweet Brian Krakow and the illiterate bad boy Jordan Catalano, played by future Oscar winner Jared Leto. Angela Chase struggles with high school-related matters in, for 10 points, what single-season coming of age drama starring Claire Danes?
ANSWER: *My So-Called Life*

9. This belief is the primary focus of Richard Lee's radio show *Now See it Person to Person*. Ian Halperin and Max Wallace released two books supporting this theory. Days after suggesting knowledge of this theory to filmmaker Nick Broomfield, Eldon Hoke, a man also known as "El Duce," was (*) hit by a train. Tom Grant, the main proponent of this theory, had previously been hired to find its central figure. Proponents of this belief cite an apparent change in handwriting partway through a text addressed to an imaginary friend named Boddah. An excessive amount of heroin in a certain man's blood and a lack of fingerprints on a shotgun supposedly support, for 10 points, what belief regarding the 1994 death of a grunge musician?
ANSWER: the theory that Kurt *Cobain* was *murdered* (accept equivalent answers describing the notion that Kurt (Donald) *Cobain* was *killed* or *did not commit suicide*; accept answers like Courtney *Love killed* Kurt *Cobain* or similar)

<Nelson, Video Games>

<Nelson, TV>

<Nelson, Music>
10. This character takes a break from learning about martial arts to produce an entire chicken from what appears to be a microwave, correctly noting that chicken is good. In the language spoken by this character, the phrase "ecto gammat" translates to "never without my permission." A glove containing a severed hand was used to rebuild this character, who is then awakened by the (*) flash of a camera. This character stylishly beats up a bunch of Mangalores during an action sequence set to a highly modified version of "Il dolce suono" from *Lucia di Lammermoor*, which is being sung by an alien diva. A multipass is obtained by, for 10 points, what orange-haired supreme being was played by Milla Jovovich in *The Fifth Element*?

ANSWER: **Leeloo** (or **Leeloominaï Lekatariba Lamina-Tchaï Ekbat De Sebat**; prompt on "the fifth element" or similar before mention)

11. An alternate music video for this song was made to promote the 1999 film *Go*, in which it prominently appears. The album version of this song opens with a spoken word part in which two band members ask if a vocalist likes butter tarts. Much like the Human League song "Don't You Want Me," this song switches between male and female (*) vocals sung by brother and sister Marc and Sharon Constanzo, the former of whom sings about how "lying on the grass on Sunday morning of last week." The chorus of this song describes "making sure I'm not in too deep" and, if the title action is taken, that "I know it's up for me." For 10 points, name this half-sung, half-rapped song by the Canadian one-hit wonder Len.

ANSWER: **Steal My Sunshine**

12. Description acceptable. During this event, a man recalled hearing a teacher in South-Central L.A. say, "After we've cleaned up this mess that the riots caused, let's clean up the mess that caused the riots." This event is directly referenced following a line about how "Wakko packs away the snacks" in the opening to *Animaniacs*. The central figure of this event was told that it was nice to see someone like him "blow (*) something" other than a certain upcoming contest. Ray-Ban Wayfarers were worn by this event's central figure when he played "God Bless the Child" and "Heartbreak Hotel." For 10 points, identify this late night television appearance by a Democratic presidential candidate.

ANSWER: Bill **Clinton**'s appearance on the *Arsenio* Hall Show (accept answers that allude to his saxophone performance, such as **Clinton playing the sax on Arsenio**)

<Vopava, TV>
13. This series's author used a corruption of Tolkien's Elvish word for Orcs to name this series' bad guys. An inaccurate anagram of "Hilton" inspired the word nothlit, which refers to "stuck" people in this series. In this series, the Howlers are a caste of unsuspecting children who are rendered harmless after they are implanted with a memory of two teenagers kissing. The (*) Invasion was the first book in this series, whose TV adaptation starred a young Shawn Ashmore as Jake Berenson. Ax is an Andalite pitted in a war against Visser Three and other slug-like aliens called Yeerks in, for 10 points, what children's sci-fi book series by K. A. Applegate whose covers show kids transforming?

ANSWER: Animorphs

14. One single by this artist insists that the title figure "better show me a teasin', squeezin' kinda time." A nude photo in Playgirl magazine allegedly leaked by Gwyneth Paltrow inspired this singer to name-drop a certain celebrity in a 1998 hit. This woman inverted the genders in Robert Palmer's "Addicted to Love" video for a song that mentions (*) "men's shirts, short skirts." Mutt Lange produced "You Win My Love" and other tracks from the album The Woman in Me by this artist, whom Lange married in 1993. This woman's 1997 album is the all-time best-selling solo album by a woman. "You've got a car" is one of several things that "don't impress," for 10 points, what country superstar behind "Man! I Feel Like a Woman!"?

ANSWER: Shania Twain (or Eileen Regina Edwards)

15. This character is puzzled by a pin worn by Lauren Garland that asks "How's it going to end?". As a child, this character is ridiculed for wanting to be an explorer, being told "there's nothing left to explore." While driving in a roundabout in an attempt to be spontaneous, this man tells his wife Meryl that you (*) "can't very well drive to Fiji." A structure built for this person is one of two man-made structures visible from space. This character's father died in a boating accident, leading to his fear of water. This man greets a neighbor by noting "in case I don't see you, good afternoon, good evening, and goodnight." Ed Harris played the producer of a TV series depicting, for 10 points, what Jim Carrey character?

ANSWER: Truman Burbank (accept either)
16. Because its founders were friends with corrections officers, this company's early products were largely made by women's prison labor. Claudia Schiffer appeared in an ad for this company that labeled her a "snake charmer." A 70s slang term meaning "in your face" inspired the name of this company, whose early supporters included the pro wrestling tag team (*) The Road Warriors. This brand designed multiple Arena Football League uniforms, all of which were quickly replaced. "Dare to be Different" was the slogan of this brand, which originated at a Minnesota gym whose weightlifters sought more comfortable clothing options. An elastic waistband was a key portion of, for 10 points, what garish, often zebra-striped pants?
ANSWER: **Zubaz**
<Nelson, Trends/Miscellany>

17. This character accosts the Campfire Lass in an alley and takes her costume in an attempt to enter a boarding house. This character suffers a distressing hallucination in which a male classmate's head replaces all the lemons at a lemon stand the day before she goes to therapy with Dr. Bliss. This girl's depressed, detached mother (*) Miriam is often seen drinking celery-garnished "smoothies" that are heavily implied to be Bloody Marys. The studious Phoebe Heyerdahl is the best friend of this girl, who often punches Brainy in the face after she is discovered looking at a picture in her heart-shaped locket. For 10 points, name this unibrow-sporting girl who secretly pines for the title football-headed character of *Hey, Arnold!*
ANSWER: **Helga** (Geraldine) Pataki (prompt on "Pataki")
<Vopava, TV>

18. In an outtake, one of these characters tells two others that he has a part in a toothpaste commercial. In their first appearance, these characters describe an ostensibly divine being who decides "who will go and who will stay." These characters say to use the "wand of power" to help rescue them while hanging from a (*) truck's dashboard. One of these beings is ruthlessly attacked by a dog named Scud. After being rescued, these characters repeatedly utter the phrase "You have saved our lives. We are eternally grateful." These characters seemingly worship and overhead being called "The Claw." A game at a Pizza Planet restaurant is the first place to depict, for 10 points, what green, three-eyed characters created by Pixar?
ANSWER: the **aliens** in Toy Story (accept **three-eyed aliens** or similar before the end)
<Nelson, Movies>
19. **One ad for this product begins with a young Ethan Suplee hitting himself in the head with a dead squirrel, weirdly affecting his vision. A ridiculous print ad for this console depicts a scrotum poking out of a man's swimsuit. A series of card game-based titles released for this console are all titled for a man named Poker Face Paul. Nack the Weasel (*) first appeared in a game for this console subtitled "Triple Trouble." In Japan, this console received a surprisingly well-made port of *Gunstar Heroes*. Due to their similar hardware, many games for this console were ported from the Master System. A backlit screen was sported by, for 10 points, what battery-annihilating color handheld released by Sega?**

**ANSWER:** **Game Gear**

<Nelson, Video Games>

20. **One of this artist's music videos begins with with a young boy in dreadlocks whining, "I'm bored! There's nothing else to do!" before visiting this musician's "World." A later verse in this artist's highest-charting single claims that "While you're still sleepin', the saints are still weepin' 'cause / Things you call dead haven't had the chance to be born." This man collapsed during a 1999 concert in Cleveland and died a week later. This man's 1997 single "Everybody Jam!" sampled and praised (*) Louis Armstrong. This man learned his namesake style as a way of overcoming a very debilitating stutter. For 10 points, name this mustachioed Eurodance artist whose best-known single is subtitled "Ski-Ba-Bop-Ba-Dop-Bop."**

**ANSWER:** **Scatman** John (or The Scatman; accept John (Paul) Larkin)

<Vopava, Music>